
RADA has regional offices in 13 of the 14 parishes (Kingston 

and St. Andrew are managed as one parish).  To serve the 

farming community, the authority employs 98 qualified 

extension officers and another 45 agricultural assistants. The 

number of local extension offers in each parish varies 

depending on the number of farmers.  It is estimated that 

Jamaica has 230,000 farmers of which RADA has 

photographed, registered and verified the holdings of about 

190,000 farmers. Of these, between 30% to 49% are female. 

The numbers seem large but this is because about 86% of  

Jamaican farmers cultivate on lots that are less than 2 acres. 

RADA staff work with these farmers as well as the established 

medium size farms (five to 25 acres). 

Ja ai a’s Rural Agricultural Development Authority (RADA), is a statutory body under 

the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, Agriculture and Fisheries (MICAF). It has its 

headquarters in Kingston, and began operations on August 1, 1990. Its mission is to 

promote the development of agriculture in Jamaica as the main engine of economic 

growth in rural communities and to enhance the development of farming through an 

effective, efficient and sustainable Extension Service.  According to Marina Young, 

Principal Director of technical services, RADA is the gate of entry to Jamaican farmers.  

(https://rada.gov.jm/template/about-rada) 

PROPEL CASE STUDY #19 

Collaboration with RADA is viewed as a win/win for PROPEL  

PROPEL’s Agri ultural E te sio  Fa ilitator, Do ald Ro i so  e gages 

 RADA Extension Officers in the field 

RADA’s Principal Director of technical services,  

Marina Young 

  

Marina Young, Principal Director of Technical Services, says that for the last 

two decades, despite the fact that technical farming information has been 

shared with farmers, RADA’s major challenge has been the unwillingness of 

farmers to adopt new approaches and make changes to increase 

production and overcome challenges. The majority of small scale farmers 

in Jamaica continue to rely on traditional/conventional approaches to 

farming, and as a result have lower yields than they could have. For 

example, to save the cost of new lea  seeds,  many farmers replant 

seeds from previous crops several times, a false economy, as it makes the 

crops more vulnerable to diseases and blights. Most farmers have little 

understanding of how the produce market works.  Many rely on higglers 

(middlepersons who buy directly from farmers to sell on to the high value 

markets) to set prices. 

Before PROPEL, RADA’s 98 extension officers did sometimes hold Farmer Field Schools (FFS) as a way to share 

information more efficiently with groups of farmers, instead of individually. However, due to a lack of resources, the 

length of the FFS was usually limited to two to three hours and they generally took a top down approach - more of a 

teacher/student relationship rather than a participatory approach.  Many of the field schools were focused on 

chemical inputs, with input suppliers often leading the FFS as a sales pitch/vehicle for the sale of their produce. 

Additionally, while RADA did provide inputs directly to farmers, there was little monitoring of the results.  

 
Building a Strong Partnership is Key to Both Parties Success 
 

PROPEL began programming in Jamaica in December 2013.  In 2014 

it had established its office in Mandeville, a 30 minute drive away 

from some of the ou try’s biggest producer areas -- St. Elizabeth, 

Trelawny, Manchester and Clarendon. From its inception, PROPEL 

had engaged RADA, especially in an advisory capacity.  

WU“C Cari ea ’s offi e i  Ma de ille, Ja ai a,   
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Farmer Field Schools (FFS) and Capacity Building Help RADA  

to Extend their Reach and Provide a More Effective  Extension Service  
  

The cooperation between the two parties was less formal and based on the relationships between senior 

members of the PROPEL team and the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, Agriculture and Fisheries (MICAF).    

The project was focused on establishing market led linkages between buyers and producers, concentrating on 

the market value chain (e.g. high value buyers and large producer groups) rather than working directly with the 

farmers. The assumption was that once a market demand was identified, production would follow.  In its work 

with producer groups in the early days, Young observed: 
 

PROPEL tended to operate on their own finding their own way to farmers. We did ’t have strong 

linkages.  It took time, and several meetings, before the relationship between RADA and PROPEL was 

strengthened. For one thing, PROPEL proposed to work quite differently from the other NGOs and 

agencies that RADA was accustomed to working with. Collaboration with other NGO’s typically takes 

the form of a letter of agreement and a contract that sets out a work plan, timelines, and a completion 

date.  As RADA and PROPEL (then being managed by CHF) refined their relationship, it became clear 

that PROPEL is more embedded in the extension operations and the needs of intervention, which 

depend on responses to the needs, and these cannot be in a work plan because they cannot be known 

in advance. PROPEL has the flexibility and freedom to re-adjust and respond to our particular needs.   

Training on pesticide spray application 

One of the earliest collaborations between RADA and 

PROPEL was a training course for pesticide applicators. It 

was acknowledged that many pesticide spray applicators, 

have no formal training in safe practices in handling, use, 

disposal of pesticides and sprayer calibration. Quite often 

community pesticide applicators rely on their own set of 

knowledge and skills and act as technical advisors to farmers 

and community members.   Poor spraying techniques, use of 

excessive volumes of spray mixture, incorrect pesticide 

mixing procedures and estimation of the dose rates of 

chemicals are directly impacting on poor control of pests and 

diseases on crops and can trigger outbreaks and building of 

pest resistance.  

25 participants were selected to undergo a 3 day training 

session in safe and effective use of pesticides and sprayer 

calibration.  Participants were eager to learn and participated 

fully in the various sessions   conducted by the Plant Health 

Food Safety team. Trainees engaged in practical field activity 

readily and showed genuine interest in improving their 

spraying technique. At completion, 21 participants were 

assessed and certified by HEART / NTA in safe pesticide use.  

The training was facilitated by Plant Health Specialist at RADA 

and PROPEL’“ Senior Agricultural Coordinator.  This training 

was repeated for new RADA staff in 2017.  

Student in full safety gear applying  pesticides to a field 

Alvin Murray demonstrating the use of an  

A-Frame for contouring the slopes at the  

PROPEL Demonstration Plot in Mandeville 

PROPEL and RADA signed their first MOU in August 2016 primarily to improve and 

increase extension support to farmers through FFS, demonstration plots and 

traditional extension support.  It also provided for support for the development and 

dissemination of technical publications and other good agricultural practices of mutual 

interest. As PROPEL started to work more closely with RADA, the two organizations 

began holding joint Farmer Field Schools (FFS) based around demonstration plots for 

specific produce. PROPEL concentrated on holding FFS for Irish potatoes and onions – 

two crops that were designated as vital for import substitution by MICAF.  These FFS 

typically consisted of a series of sessions during which groups of farmers learn good 

agricultural practices through the growing and harvesting cycle of the crop in a 

particular demonstration plot. PROPEL support enables the FFS to extend past a few 

hours and sometimes donates small equipment (such as seeders) to farmer groups 

participating in FFS.  

 



PROPEL gives inputs in a tangible way, we 

do ’t have resources to fund travel for farmers 

to see other far s,  says RADA Deputy Manager 

Errard Stephenson. PROPEL also uses 

innovative ways to bring across information to 

farmers and make it sustainable – farmers get 

knowledge at FFS by doing the work, not just 

through theories.  
 

In the beginning, PROPEL supplied all the inputs for the 

FFS demonstration plots.  Over time PROPEL was 

successful at creating broader linkages within the market 

system collaborating and involving private sector 

suppliers, which would donate their inputs.  

From 2015 to 2018, RADA experienced a 40% turnover of extension staff (mainly due to retirement), so PROPEL’s 

involvement was timely as new recruits benefitted directly from capacity building sessions with PROPEL, including 

learning to facilitate FFS. O e you are already a fa ilitator,  Young explained, the  you train in a technical area. 

Extension workers who become qualified to facilitate FFS must undergo further training to facilitate trainings in 

particular areas.    For example, PROPEL helped to organize far i g as a usi ess  sessions to train RADA extension 

workers, already qualified to facilitate FFS,  in how to hold FFS targeted to improve far er’s financial and business 

literacy. (Ja REEACH, another key partner, provided the curriculum and some support for these sessions).  

 

 

PROPEL sponsored field tour visit for Farmers 

PROPEL’s O io  De o stratio  Plot at the Ma de ille HQ 

For example, in its first full fiscal year (2014/2015) 

PROPEL paid for 262 soil tests for farmers, but by the 

next year an agro-chemical supplier, Newport-Fersan 

Jamaica Ltd. agreed to pay for soil tests. 
 

A key need that PROPEL helped to address was 

capacity building and, says Young:  
 

RADA’s budget for FFS and for training is 

limited, and support from PROPEL enabled 

more work in this area. Through sharing of 

financial and human resources, PROPEL, RADA, 

and Jamaica Rural Economy & Ecosystems 

Adapting to Climate Change (Ja REEACH) 

began collaborating to hold one and a half 

week long train the trainer sessions preparing 

RADA staff on how to facilitate FFS. FFS are a 

much better setting to change farmer 

attitudes.  

Training for RADA personnel on FFS facilitation provided by PROPEL in collaboration with RADA and Ja REEACH 

In addition to FFS, PROPEL hosts field trips for groups of farmers to visit other areas and farms to learn from one 

another. 



In March 2018, PROPEL also hosted a gender sensitivity training session with RADA head office staff that 

underscored the importance of gender planning and its incorporation in planning/preparing schedules and 

content for trainings and other matters. Further work in this area is necessary in order to ensure the provision of 

gender sensitive extension services.  

In order to extend the reach of technical and timely information to farmers and the 

wider public, PROPEL proposed the development of a radio program.  The show was 

developed in collaboration with RADA, Rosamund Brown the Programme Coordinator 

said From the CTO to Agricultural Officers, RADA is very supportive of 'Tings A Gro'. 

Many of the officers across the island appear as guests on the "Ask the Expert" segment, 

providing culturally appropriate knowledge that adds to the relevance of the sho . The 

popular 15 minute show also features interviews with farmers, input suppliers and other 

market system actors.  The show typically opens with a short radio drama, which plays 

out on Boogsie’s Farm  where attitudes, issues and tips are shared in a farmer friendly 

manner.  The program airs twice a week on two regional radio stations and are also  

hosted on RADA’s website.  

Most recently, PROPEL has sponsored a Plant Protection Advisor, Mike Bernard to 

work with RADA for six months to help RADA develop and update their crop 

calendars, assist with the Beet Armyworm pest management program and provide 

training support to a newly assigned Plant Health/Food Safety Officer in areas of 

pest management.  He is also expected to provide training on plant health and crop 

care to farmers.   Mike’s expertise in the identification and control of insects, 

weeds, and plant pathogens using conventional chemical applications and 

integrated pest management techniques should be invaluable to RADA.  He is 

expected to work with RADA’s Senior Director of Technology, Training and 

Technical information and the Senior Plant Health Food Safely Specialist. 

 

In addition to support to their traditional extension 

services, RADA expressed a specific need for improved 

skills and competency, leading to having certified tractor 

operators within RADA. In addition, Land Husbandry, 

Agricultural Extension Officers need to be exposed to 

basic knowledge and skills required to effectively identify 

the need for land preparation service and to be able to 

make the basic recommendations and monitor the 

process. To that end, PROPEL supported a two day 

intensive i  the field  training, assessment and 

certification course in collaboration with the Jamaica 4-H 

and HEART Trust/NTA – Ebony Park Academy.  
 

 

Tractor Training for RADA personnel other operators supported by PROPEL 

Certified Tractor operators pose for picture on the completion of their course 

This initiative served to facilitate the imminent 

expansion, modernization and mechanization of 

the Agricultural Sector and contribute to the safe 

and efficient use of RADA tractors, minimizing 

down time and the general process of wear and 

tear.  Thirty-Five persons including 15 operators 

from RADA (Extension Officers, Operators, Land 

Husbandry officers), 2 participants from MICAF-

Bodles research station and 14 Private Sector 

participants received this training.  

 

  

Turning a Little Farming into AgriBusine$$ 
 

Farm Radio “ho  De eloped ith RADA’s Collaboration  
 

Canadian Volunteer and Plant Protection Specialist, 

Mike Bernard takes up post  at RADA in April 2018  

  

RADA gets Capacity Building Support from PROPEL for  its Plant Protection Unit  

 

Rosamund Brown Coordinating Producer  

& Presenter of  Tings A Gro interviewing a 

farmer for the program 



 

According to Young:  
 

Working with PROPEL allowed RADA  

to increase the scale of FFS in Jamaica for specific 

programs and through demonstration plots, good 

practices are demonstrated and adapted, such as 

the use of technology, use of equipment, and 

mechanisation of small scale farm operations.    
 

Importantly Young, who had expressed concern about lack 

of attitude change among farmers before PROPEL was on 

the scene,  now observes: 

Veteran politician and avid farmer J.C. Hutchinson, Minister 

without Portfolio in MICAF who has responsibility for RADA, 

in an interview commented:   
 

PROPEL has forged the direction in which now I 

a  looki g to see that e should go.   
 

 

Marina Young leading a RADA Workshop  

In collaboration with WUSC Caribbean in 2017 

  

The Results of our Partnership and its Sustainability 

Farmer field schools are better settings to change farmer attitudes than just providing information. 

And now RADA can facilitate FFS.  Every parish in Jamaica now has demonstration plots for Irish 

potatoes and onions and the FFS held at these plots have improved the capacity of farmers and 

RADA extension officers.  Remember, whatever we do in the field, PROPEL is involved and with FFS 

the relationship between [RADA] extension workers and farmers has improved in terms of trust and 

dynamics. When PROPEL ends, capacity will remain within farmers and RADA staff… a core of farmers 

have been exposed to good agricultural practices and they should do better.  

 

J. C. Hutchinson Minister without a Portfolio. MICAF  

(Front Left)  on a field visit with PROPEL 

  

  

Through our partnership with RADA we have 

ensured that the goals of the PROPEL project 

were not only met but will continue into the 

future.  We are very happy with the 

collaboration and the openness of RADA to 

expand its reach to new communities of farmers 

including more women and youth along the 

way.  Together with RADA and our other 

partners in the market system, we have 

strengthened and expanded production of key 

crops in Jamaica leading to increased food 

security as well as the creation of new 

agricultural ventures, improved services and 

etter ooperatio .  

Wi sto  “i pso , RADA’s Principal Director, Field 

Services ith Al i  Murra  PROPEL’s Regio al 
Agricultural Coordinator (seated) 

  

Regional Agricultural Coordinator for PROPEL Alvin 

Murray commented: 

 

The Promotion of Regional Opportunities for Produce Through Enterprises and Linkages (PROPEL) project is implemented by World University 

Services of Canada (WUSC), with the financial support of donors and from the Government of Canada through Global Affairs Canada (GAC). 


